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This City as TextTM faculty institute takes participants to
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Barcelona’s current identity draws from various influences,
including a rich history of art, architecture, and design
and a fierce sense of Catalonian pride. While Barcelona
has always been a city of literal and figurative borders,
sitting at a crossroads of antiquity and post-modernization, its contemporary political and cultural climate is
poised for reflection. Most Barcelona residents identify as
Catalan rather than Spanish. Demonstrations are central
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COSTS & DEADLINES
COST: Estimated $1650 which
includes $500 non-refundable

and to residential travel programs.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 19, 2 PM:

June 19-25, 2018
Crossroads and Communities in
Barcelona faculty institute is to
integrate observations and reflections in art, design, and engineering as a way to immerse ourselves
in the tangible Catalan culture,
history, and socio-political
changes that are literally mapped
across this city. We will explore
the way Catalonians use street
art, food, architecture, community
spaces, and sustainable development to honor their past while
building for the future.
PARTICIPANTS
The Barcelona Institute is for honors and non-honors faculty and
administrators who wish to incorporate interdisciplinary and fieldbased elements into their courses
and programs. Alumni of NCHC

Introductions and Orientation:
Initial walkabouts through Plaça
Catalunya, Las Ramblas, and El
Barrio Gótico. Group dinner in
Barceloneta.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20:
Gathering at Squares and Margins: Brief meeting to discuss
initial work and to organize
travel routes. Outings to Plaças,
Platjas, and neighborhood
markets in Grácia, Eixample,
El Born, Poblenou, and Sant
Antoni. Meet at Plaça Espanya
in the evening for a picnic with
market finds and viewing of La
Font Mágica.
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